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Audie Award Winner, Multi-Voiced Performance, 2014 World War Z: The Complete Edition (Movie

Tie-in Edition): An Oral History of the Zombie War is a new version of Max Brooks' episodic zombie

novel. The abridged versions of the original stories are now joined with new, unabridged recordings

of the episodes that were not included in the original (abridged) version of the audiobook. These

additional episodes feature a star-studded cast of narrators to coincide with the upcoming release of

the film. New narrators include Academy Award-winning director Martin Scorsese, Spiderman star

Alfred Molina, The Walking Dead creator Frank Darabont, rapper Common, Firefly star Nathan

Fillion, Shaun of the Dead's Simon Pegg, and members of the casts of Star Trek, Battlestar

Galactica, Heroes and more! Max Brooks will be reprising his role as The Interviewer. The original

abridged edition, released in 2006, won an Audie Award for Best Multi-Voiced Performance. Original

cast members include Alan Alda, Mark Hamill, Carl & Rob Reiner, and John Turturro. In this new

classic of apocalyptic fiction that feels all too real, the Zombie War came unthinkably close to

eradicating humanity. The documentary-style oral history records the testimony of men, women, and

sometimes children who came face-to-face with the living, or at least the undead, hell of that

dreadful time. Featuring five more hours of previously unrecorded content, this full-cast recording is

read by F. Murray Abraham, Alan Alda, RenÃƒÂ© Auberjonois, Becky Ann Baker, Dennis

Boutsikaris, Bruce Boxleitner, Max Brooks, Nicki Clyne, Common, Denise Crosby, Frank Darabont,

Dean Edwards, Mark Hamill, Nathan Fillion, Maz Jobrani, Frank Kamai, Michelle Kholos, John

McElroy, Ade M'Cormack, Alfred Molina, Parminder Nagra, Ajay Naidu, Masi Oka, Steve Park, Kal

Penn, Simon Pegg, JÃƒÂ¼rgen Prochnow, Carl Reiner, Rob Reiner, Henry Rollins, Jeri Ryan, Jay

O. Sanders, Martin Scorsese, Paul Sorvino, David Ogden Stiers, Brian Tee, John Turturro, Eamonn

Walker, Ric Young, and Waleed Zuaiter.
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Great book about a zombie apocalypse. The different stories and perspectives from different

countries really make this book interesting and addicting to read through.If zombie apocalypse

movies never made sense to you, this will be a refreshing change of pace. Everything has been well

thought out and "documented" in this recount of zombie war (World War Z).Don't want to spoil the

read, so go grab a copy!

I know you've all heard that before, but in this case it's as true as it could possibly be. This is a

funny, clever, thoughtful and intense look at at our dystopian zombie future. OK, maybe it's not as

likely as some other dystopian future, but when it comes to zombies, you cannot beat this for its

insightful assessment of human nature. Plus generally a great read. You know, the movie was fine

on it's own as another mostly forgettable zombie excursion but this book is the real deal

Max Brooks knocked it out of the park with this fragmented narrative about the rise and aftermath of

a zombie outbreak, which rapidly spread all over the world.The book gave a very graphic depiction

of the effect of a zombie apocalypse. I especially loved the wide range of perspectives and what

each character had to say during their interviews with the protagonist. There are so many different

characters, each with their own unique story to tell. It was honestly impossible to vividly remember

each and every small story within the book, but the fact that it jumped around so much honestly

made it easier to read. I'm usually not a huge fan of a fragmented narrative due to the information

overload that tends to accompany it, but the thrilling and often graphic nature of each individual

story made them all a joy to read.The action and suspense, combined with Max's sense of humor

made this one of my favorite books in recent years.

It is hard not to like this book... it is well written, well thought-out and has that rare ability to make

extreme fiction seem plausible in the real-world.I read this book right after it came out years ago and

have gifted probably a dozen or more copies to friends along with the statement of: "No, really... it

isn't some cheesy horror story". But I felt I should re-read it after I gave my wife a copy to read some

months back... (by the way, she is VERY anti-horror, anti-science fiction, etc.. so it took some



convincing for her to pick it up)......and she ended up loving it!She, (like most of the folks I've given it

to), said that she kept wanting to write things down that were in the book because they were so

insightful or just plain interesting... (THIS from a cheesy "Zombie Book"?... you're kidding me...).

She completely fell into the world that was created by the author with little effort needed to suspend

disbelief.Ok... enough of the self-absorbed pontificating... Here is the low down on this book if you

are trying to decide to buy it:Just go ahead and buy it.If you are even considering it, you won't be

disappointed... and if you are thinking of giving it as a gift to someone that "may" like "that kind of

book"... definitely do it... they (and you) will be pleasantly surprised.Oh... and one last thing that I

probably don't need to tell you... DON'T judge it by the movie... the movie was "not bad" despite the

fact that it was almost totally unrelated to the book... (I know, not much of a surprise there, eh?)...

but, as is the norm for blockbusters with costly effects and actors... it was little more than a

one-dimensional series of scenes stitched together to create emotional reactions... (which it did

fairly well).But, believe me, this book has MUCH more depth in every way possible... characters,

plots, supporting science, you name it... (and you won't have the ardent desire to hold down Brad

Pitt and wash his hair... (ick)... ;-)

This is the best book that I have read in the last year. The oral history aspect is very hard to do, but,

with minor exceptions, Brooks excels at it. And thoroughly enjoyable.Its really not about

zombies...Really. This book is a giant "thought experiment". What would happen if there was a

global pandemic in our time? Whether you realize it or not, this book explores immigration,

nationalism, nuclear war, nuclear winter, environmental collapse, changes in warfare, capitalism and

global economic shifts. It even looks at religion, as Russia turns back to religion and the motherland.

All wrapped up in a gripping interview format. It is like the indie documentaries you see on Netflix

and Apple TV, only more intense.This book explores immigration in nations completely

overwhelmed by refugees, survival, what would we *really* do as a last resort? And it also deeply

explores what would happen to the US, Russia, France, North Korea, China, Pakistan, India, and

even Cuba, which becomes a world power. And Israel, that shuts its border wall and lets no one in.

Despite all this it is not preachy.The zombie part is interesting, and has some chilling moments.

What would happen to the military if you had an enemy that could not be blasted off the face of the

earth with techno weaponry? It returns to a pre-Civil War skirmish line, hand to hand if

necessary.The movie is *not* like this book, despite the title. You've seen the movie trailers with the

Zombies swarming faster and faster. That breaks all of Brooks' rules. They don't do that in this

book.So why not five stars? It is really really difficult to present dialog that is unique to every



individual. Most fiction authors stray mid-book to where their characters speak in the same voice

(Orson Scott Card, for example, does it for most of his books). Brooks for the most part doesn't do

this - I only noticed it mildly - once about one third into the book, and then once near the end.

Otherwise near perfect characterization and dialog.
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